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Faculty Meeting – Room 108 
Tuesday, October 16th 2007 
1:30 – 3:00 pm 
Crummer Faculty & Staff Present:  
 
Alice Argeros, Lynda Boyce, Jackie Brito, Pam Clark, Steve Gauthier, Margaret Linnane, 
Craig McAllaster, Erica Sorrell, Nicole Vickers, Ilan Alon, Mike Bowers, Mary Conway 
Dato-on, Henrique Correa, David Currie, Ralph Drtina, Jule Gassenheimer, Jim Gilbert, 
Ted Herbert, Jim Johnson, Mark Johnston, Allen Kupetz, Jane Reimers, Bill Seyfried, 
Ted Veit, Keith Whittingham and guest, Hoyt Edge  
 
Welcome……………………………………………………………….Craig McAllaster 
 
Approval of Minutes ………………………………………….……….Craig McAllaster 
 
Core Values ………………………… …………………………………….Hoyt Edge  
 A discussion was held about Core Values and how they are maintained at 
Crummer  to remain in line with the practices within Rollins as a whole.  A survey will 
be coming to you about this topic.  After we receive the results there will be further 
discussion.  
 
Other Business:  
• Gary Schneider, a candidate for the Accounting will be here next Tuesday. 
 
Kudos:  
• Mike Bowers has been appointed to the Editorial Review Board for the 
International Journal of Business Excellence 
• Keith Whittingham’s article “impact of Personality on Academic Performance of 
MBA Students:  Qualitative Versus Quantitative Courses”, that appeared volume 
4 of the Decision Science Journal of Innovative Educations, was selected as a 
finalist for the Best Paper of the year. 
• Allen Kupetz was published in the Orlando Sentinel with an article titled: “Trade 
agreement with South Korea:  What’s in it for us?” on September 17th.  
• Clay Singleton was quoted in “Urban Trust uses Orlando for expansion” in the 
September 21st issue of the Orlando Sentinel.   
• Marc Fetscherin Presented a joint paper about “Pricing Gap of Consumer 
Products in Virtual Worlds: at the 47th Annual IACIS Conf. Vancouver, B.C. 
Canada, October 3-6, 2007  
• Marc Fetscherin will present a paper: Consumer perceptions of automobiles from 
emerging markets at (IABE) in Las Vegas, October 14 – 17 2007.  
 
Adjournment……………………………………………………………Craig McAllaster  
 
Next Faculty Meeting  
November 19th 2007 
Room 108 – 1:30 – 3:00 pm  
